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Coupled simulation of DNAPL infiltration and dissolution in
three-dimensional heterogeneous domains: Process model validation

A. Kokkinaki,1 D. M. O’Carroll,2 C. J. Werth,3 and B. E. Sleep1

Received 12 March 2013; revised 12 August 2013; accepted 24 August 2013; published 28 October 2013.

[1] A three-dimensional multiphase numerical model was used to simulate the infiltration
and dissolution of a dense nonaqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) release in two experimental
flow cells containing different heterogeneous and well-characterized permeability fields.
DNAPL infiltration was modeled using Brooks-Corey-Burdine hysteretic constitutive
relationships. DNAPL dissolution was simulated using a rate-limited mass transfer
expression with a velocity-dependent mass transfer coefficient and a thermodynamically
based calculation of DNAPL-water interfacial area. The model did not require calibration of
any parameters. The model predictions were compared to experimental measurements of
high-resolution DNAPL saturations and effluent concentrations. The predicted
concentrations were in close agreement with measurements for both domains, indicating
that important processes were effectively captured by the model. DNAPL saturations
greatly influenced mass transfer rates through their effect on relative permeability and
velocity. Areas with low DNAPL saturation were associated with low interfacial areas,
which resulted in reduced mass transfer rates and nonequilibrium dissolution. This was
captured by the thermodynamic interfacial area model, while a geometric model
overestimated the interfacial areas and the overall mass transfer. This study presents the first
validation of the thermodynamic dissolution model in three dimensions and for high
aqueous phase velocities; such conditions are typical for remediation operations, especially
in heterogeneous aquifers. The demonstrated ability to predict DNAPL dissolution, only
requiring prior characterization of soil properties and DNAPL release conditions, represents
a significant improvement compared to empirical dissolution models and provides an
opportunity to delineate the relationship between source zone architecture and the
remediation potential for complex DNAPL source zones.

Citation: Kokkinaki, A., D. M. O’Carroll, C. J. Werth, and B. E. Sleep (2013), Coupled simulation of DNAPL infiltration and
dissolution in three-dimensional heterogeneous domains: Process model validation, Water Resour. Res., 49, 7023–7036,
doi:10.1002/wrcr.20503.

1. Introduction

[2] Dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) present
in the subsurface frequently persist as sources of long-term
groundwater contamination. Even though DNAPL source
zone remediation strategies have been the subject of exten-
sive research to date, it remains a challenge to reliably pre-
dict the evolution of DNAPL source zones in the
subsurface and the associated effect on downgradient efflu-
ent concentrations. Numerous studies have shown that

source zone architecture has a strong impact on mass trans-
fer from the DNAPL to the aqueous phase [Christ et al.,
2006; Fure et al., 2006; Lemke and Abriola, 2006; DiFi-
lippo et al., 2010]. As a result, uncertainties related to
source zone spatial characteristics often hinder the accurate
prediction of downstream concentrations. At the same
time, the spatial evolution of the source zone itself is gov-
erned by the kinetics of mass transfer from the DNAPL to
the aqueous phase (i.e., dissolution). Understanding the
complex interplay between the DNAPL source zone archi-
tecture and the resulting effluent concentration is essential
to addressing the problem of DNAPL source zone
remediation.

[3] To date, the dissolution of DNAPLs has been studied
under a wide variety of conditions, by both physical and
numerical experiments and across most scales. It is well
established that local equilibrium is often an invalid
assumption, and that kinetic effects occur under most real-
istic conditions, when soil and source zone heterogeneity
exist [Unger et al., 1998; Maji and Sudicky, 2008]. To cap-
ture these kinetic effects at the local, representative ele-
mentary volume (REV) scale, multiphase numerical
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simulators typically implement the single resistance, linear
driving force model:

J ¼ kla � an Cs � Cwð Þ ð1Þ

where J ML�3T�1½ � is the mass flux from the DNAPL to
the water phase, kla L=T½ � is the mass transfer coefficient,
an 1=L½ � is the effective normalized interfacial area between
the DNAPL and the water phase, Cs M=L3½ � is the effective
solubility of the DNAPL, Cw M=L3½ � is the bulk aqueous
phase concentration, and Cs � Cw is the difference in con-
centration between the DNAPL-water interface and the
bulk aqueous phase.

[4] To predict the dissolution flux using equation (1),
interfacial area estimates are needed. Such estimates are
also needed to experimentally determine kla. In the absence
of ways to measure interfacial areas, the traditional
approach has been to lump the mass transfer coefficient
and the interfacial area into a single coefficient
KL ¼ kla � an 1=T½ �, and then develop empirical correlations
that relate system variables to the modified Sherwood num-
ber, Sh0 ¼ KLd2

m=D�, where dm L½ � is the mean particle di-
ameter and D� L2=T½ � is the molecular diffusion coefficient.
Such correlations have been developed by many studies
under a variety of experimental conditions [Miller et al.,
1990; Powers et al., 1994b; Imhoff et al., 1994; Saba and
Illangasekare, 2000; Nambi and Powers, 2003]. However,
because these correlations are specific to the system they
were developed in, they can be reliably extrapolated to dif-
ferent systems only when calibrated. Without proper cali-
bration, extrapolation can lead to significant errors [Powers
et al., 1992; Nambi and Powers, 2003]. This is rather
restricting, since most correlations were developed in ho-
mogeneous systems of low dimensionality, for simple,
emplaced source zones, while they are typically needed for
heterogeneous systems of high dimensionality and DNAPL
source zones of complex architecture.

[5] The above problems can be overcome by separately
considering the mass transfer coefficient, kla, and the inter-
facial area, an, when modeling dissolution. To predict kla,
Pfannkuch [1984] and Powers et al. [1994a] developed em-
pirical models that relate the Sherwood number
Sh ¼ kladm=D�ð Þ to the aqueous phase velocity, vx. How-

ever, the validity of these kla models is uncertain, since
they have not been sufficiently compared to experimental
data, especially for complex DNAPL systems [Powers et
al., 1994a; Seagren et al., 1999]. Validating kla models is
complicated, because it requires interfacial area estimates.
Existing studies have used interfacial area estimates based
on idealized geometries of DNAPL pools or ganglia [Dek-
ker and Abriola, 2000; Rathfelder et al., 2001]. While it is
likely that such idealizations do not reflect the complexity
of real DNAPL source zones, the impact of this simplifica-
tion on predicting dissolution rates has not been quantified
thus far in the literature.

[6] Alternatively, interfacial areas can be modeled using
the thermodynamic theory [Morrow, 1970]. The thermody-
namic theory for interfacial areas is based on the principle
that work done during DNAPL drainage and imbitition
translates to the formation or destruction of DNAPL-water
interfaces. This explicitly links interfacial areas to capillary
pressure-saturation constitutive relationships, and renders

the thermodynamic model suitable for REV-scale multi-
phase models, without requiring geometric assumptions or
parameter calibration. The thermodynamic interfacial area
model has shown potential to provide accurate estimates of
interfacial areas [Dobson et al., 2006; Porter et al., 2010].
Recently, the approach was modified to incorporate satura-
tion history [Grant and Gerhard, 2007a], and was utilized
successfully to predict effluent concentrations from a two-
dimensional DNAPL source zone [Grant and Gerhard,
2007b]. However, this study was performed at a low hy-
draulic gradient, so that changes in mass transfer rates were
only caused by interfacial area variations, while the mass
transfer coefficient was constant. At higher velocities, the
mass transfer coefficient depends on water velocities and is
affected by relative permeability and flow bypassing
effects. These effects result in more complex mass transfer
dynamics, and prevail in aquifers with high hydraulic gra-
dients or significant flow focusing. The extent to which
these effects impact depletion rates, and ultimately, the
remediation potential of complex DNAPL source zones is
not yet clearly understood.

[7] In this study, we present the first evaluation of the
thermodynamically based dissolution model at high veloc-
ities, for complex DNAPL source zones, in three-
dimensional heterogeneous systems. The model is tested
using the experimental data set of Zhang et al. [2008], that
includes high resolution, three-dimensional, local DNAPL
saturations, as well as average and local effluent concentra-
tions, obtained from experimental flow cells. To simulate
dissolution, the thermodynamic model for interfacial areas
is combined with the Pfannkuch [1984] kla model. DNAPL
infiltration is modeled using hysteretic DNAPL infiltration-
redistribution constitutive relationships. The models are
implemented within the multiphase numerical model
COMPSIM [Sleep and Sykes, 1993], and simulations are
performed without any parameter calibration, to evaluate
the model’s ability to predict dissolution based solely on
soil properties and DNAPL release conditions, and for arbi-
trary source zone architectures. Upon validation of the
model, the spatial and temporal variations of mass transfer
rates are investigated and the controlling processes are
identified. Finally, the results are compared to alternative
models for both mass transfer coefficients and interfacial
areas.

2. DNAPL Dissolution Experiments

[8] The bench-scale experiments presented by Zhang et
al. [2008] were designed to evaluate the impact of soil
heterogeneity and source zone architecture on DNAPL dis-
solution. The experiments were conducted in two three-
dimensional flow cells, each packed with a different
spatially correlated random permeability field. The two het-
erogeneous fields were generated so that they had the same
transverse and vertical correlation lengths, but different
longitudinal correlation lengths. In each of the two
domains, 22.5 mL of DNAPL were allowed to infiltrate and
equilibrate, and the DNAPL was then flushed with water
under a constant head, until the DNAPL was completely
dissolved. A unique attribute of the Zhang et al. [2008]
experiments is the quantification of organic saturations in
three dimensions during the course of dissolution, using 19F
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Organic saturations at
this level of detail have not been previously published and
for the first time allow comparison with local saturations
predicted by three-dimensional numerical modeling. In
addition, aqueous concentrations were measured at nine
separate outlets at the exit plane of the flow cells, enabling
a comparison to both local and average dissolved
concentrations.

[9] The Zhang et al. [2008] data set provides an excel-
lent opportunity to validate the dissolution model for three
main reasons. First, the experiments were conducted at a
relatively high velocity (�1 m/d) and in three dimensions,
conditions under which the model has not been previously
evaluated, and that are highly relevant for field applica-
tions. Second, the DNAPL source zones were created so
that they resemble a DNAPL release with complex archi-
tecture, unlike emplaced sources usually employed in
DNAPL dissolution studies. Finally, the experiment was
conducted in two different, well-characterized, heterogene-
ous domains. Evaluation of the dissolution model for both
domains is used to test whether the model can predict dis-
solution from DNAPL source zones of arbitrary configura-
tion and degree of heterogeneity.

[10] A brief description of the experimental methodol-
ogy is presented in section 3.1. For further details on the
experimental procedure, flowcell packing and imaging
methods, the reader is referred to Zhang et al. [2007, 2008]
and Yoon et al. [2008].

3. Numerical Simulations

3.1. Model Development and Boundary Conditions

[11] Multiphase flow and advective-dispersive transport
was simulated using COMPSIM, a three-dimensional, mul-
tiphase, multicomponent, finite differences numerical
model [Sleep and Sykes, 1993]. COMPSIM was designed,
and has been extensively used, to simulate groundwater
contamination and remediation of organic compounds
[McClure and Sleep, 1996; Sleep et al., 2000; O’Carroll
and Sleep, 2007, 2009]. The model solves the molar bal-
ance equation for each species and each phase. For multi-
phase flow, COMPSIM allows the use of infiltration
models of varying complexity, from simple Brooks-Corey
to the complex hysteretic constitutive relationships of
Gerhard and Kueper [2003a, 2003b]. Mass transfer
between phases is simulated using a source/sink term,
which was modified for this work to incorporate a variety
of rate-limited mass transfer formulations, including the
Pfannkuch [1984] and Powers et al. [1994a] correlations
and the interfacial area models evaluated.

[12] The simulated domain for each experiment included
the entire 21 cm � 8.8 cm � 8.5 cm (length � width �
height) flow cell, which was discretized in 62� 38� 33
numerical blocks. The interior numerical grid was 0.25 cm
� 0.25 cm horizontally, with vertical discretization varying
between 0.21 and 0.31 cm, matching the resolution of the
imaged organic saturations. The simulated permeability
fields exactly matched the soil packing of the experimental
flowcells, which consisted of 14� 8� 8 physical 1 cm3

cubes and corresponded to two different random permeabil-
ity fields, the first having a correlation length of 2.1 cm
(Experiment 1), and the second having a correlation length

of 1.1 cm (Experiment 2) [Zhang et al., 2008]. Porosities
and permeabilities of the five silica sands of the experi-
ments were used as reported in Zhang et al. [2008], and
mean particle diameters and capillary pressure-saturation
parameters were obtained from Scroth et al. [1996]. Since
the domain was well characterized, a low dispersivity of
0.01 cm for each direction was used. The properties of
1,3,5-trifluorobenzene (TFB), the DNAPL used in the
experiments, were either computed or measured by Zhang
et al. [2008] and were used in the simulations as reported
therein.

[13] The simulation of DNAPL infiltration and dissolu-
tion was conducted in three phases, consistent with the ex-
perimental procedure. First, 22.5 mL of TFB were released
into the initially fully water-saturated domain. A constant
flux boundary condition at the point of release was
employed to control the amount of TFB injected and the
injection duration. After the injection was complete, TFB
was allowed to equilibrate for 10 h, by setting all bounda-
ries as no flow. Following the equilibration period, water
flushing was simulated by a constant flux boundary condi-
tion through the entire inlet plane of the flowcell and a con-
stant head through the exit plane of the flowcell. These
boundary conditions resulted in the average Darcy velocity
of 1 m/d (1:15� 10�5 m/s) employed in the experiments.

3.2. Simulating DNAPL Infiltration

[14] The spatial distribution of DNAPL source zones has
been shown to have a critical impact on dissolution rates
and downstream mass fluxes [Sale and McWhorter, 2001;
Christ et al., 2006; Fure et al., 2006; Lemke and Abriola,
2006; Suchomel and Pennell, 2006; Zhang et al., 2008].
As such, knowledge of the DNAPL source zone architec-
ture is an implicit requirement for the successful simulation
of DNAPL dissolution. For this reason, an intermediate,
but equally important objective of this work is to accurately
model the DNAPL spatial distribution of the Zhang et al.
[2008] experiments. Although models for DNAPL infiltra-
tion are frequently used in the literature, a quantitative
comparison between measured and predicted DNAPL satu-
rations in three dimensions has not been presented before.
Previous comparisons in two dimensions have been diffi-
cult, either because image analysis did not allow for quanti-
fication of saturations [Grant et al., 2007a] or because of
discrepancies between the imaging resolution and the REV
[Suchomel and Pennell, 2006; Christ et al., 2012]. The
MRI-based quantification of DNAPL saturations in Zhang
et al. [2008], at a resolution close to the REV scale, allows
for a direct, quantitative comparison to organic saturations
predicted at the numerical grid scale.

[15] To capture the hysteresis and residual entrapment
observed in the Zhang et al. [2008] experiments, appropri-
ate constitutive relationships are needed. Considering hys-
teresis determines the distribution of the DNAPL between
residuals and pools, which has been shown to affect disso-
lution rates [Christ et al., 2010]. Gerhard and Kueper
[2003a] recently modified the standard Brooks-Corey
model to include hysteresis and the concept of terminal
pressure, i.e., the capillary pressure during imbibition at
which entrapment and residual formation begins. Further-
more, residual saturations were defined as a function of sat-
uration history. Relative permeability relationships
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consistent with these Pc � Sw relationships were also
developed by Gerhard and Kueper [2003b]. The combined
Pc � Sw � krN model (hereafter termed the GK model) has
been validated in one and two dimensions, and has been
shown to give better results than van Genuchten and
Brooks-Corey models that do not incorporate the terminal
pressure [Gerhard and Kueper, 2003a; Grant et al.,
2007a]. For these reasons, COMPSIM was modified to cal-
culate capillary pressures and relative permeabilities based
on the GK model.

[16] The modifications introduced by the GK model
require additional soil parameters, beyond those of the stand-
ard Brooks-Corey-Burdine model. The Pc � Sw properties
for the sands used in the Zhang et al. [2008] experiments
were independently measured by Scroth et al. [1996] for a
hysteretic van Genuchten model and a nonhysteretic
Brooks-Corey model. Dobson et al. [2006] also measured re-
sidual water saturations for the same sands. All parameters
reported in these two studies that are applicable to the GK
model were used as reported therein. The only additional
parameters required for the GK Pc � Sw model are the termi-
nal pressure, PT, the imbibition pore size distribution index,
�i, and the emergence saturation, SM

w . The terminal pressure
PT is a measure of hysteresis, and is quantified as a fraction
of the entry pressure PD. Here the ratio of PD to PT was set
equal to the inverse ratio of the van Genuchten �’s for drain-
age and imbibition, as reported in Scroth et al. [1996] (i.e.,
PD=PT ¼ �i=�d), and was within the range of ratios
reported in Grant et al. [2007a]. �i was assumed to be equal
to �d . Finally, the emergence saturation SM

w was assumed to
be equal to SX�

w , i.e., the water saturation that corresponds to
the maximum DNAPL residual.

[17] The rest of the parameters required by the GK
model are all associated with the DNAPL relative perme-
ability model. Although these parameters have been shown
to be important for DNAPL flow [Gerhard and Kueper,
2003c; Grant et al., 2007a, 2007b], they are not crucial for
the experiments modeled here, as DNAPL saturations are
compared at hydrostatic equilibrium. For this reason, the
krN � Sw parameter values were assumed to correspond to
the equivalent Brooks-Corey krN � Sw relationships, with
the exception of the maximum relative permeability, kmax

rN ,
that was calculated based on dm [Grant et al., 2007a]. The
water relative permeability is modeled by the Brooks and
Corey [1964] function. Table 1 provides the values used
for the GK model parameters, as well as calculation meth-
ods and assumptions, where applicable.

3.3. Simulating DNAPL Dissolution

[18] According to equation (1), the total dissolution rate
from the DNAPL to the water phase is proportional to the
mass transfer coefficient, kla, and the DNAPL-water inter-
facial area, an. While the overall mass transfer rate within a
REV represents the combined effect of these two variables,
each of them is a separate physical quantity and needs to be
described by a separate model.

[19] The mass transfer coefficient represents the rate at
which DNAPL mass transfer occurs at the local scale. Gen-
erally, this rate is determined by both diffusive and advective
forces [Miller et al., 1990]. However, at low water veloc-
ities, mass transfer is mostly driven by diffusion, and kla can
be assumed to be constant [Pfannkuch, 1984; Seagren et al.,

1999]. In contrast, at higher velocities, the mass transfer
coefficient increases with velocity. Because of the complex-
ity of porous media, the relationship between the mass trans-
fer coefficient and velocity has been described using
empirical studies. Pfannkuch [1984] was the first to develop
an empirical correlation between the Sherwood number, and
the Peclet number (Pe ¼ vxdm=D�) to describe the dissolu-
tion of an emplaced DNAPL pool (equation (2)):

Sh ¼ 0:55þ 0:025 � Pe1:5 ð2Þ

[20] Powers et al. [1994a] also developed an empirical
correlation between the Sherwood number and the Reyn-
olds number (Re ¼ �wvxdm=�) to describe the dissolution
of entrapped solid naphthalene spheres (equation (3)):

Sh ¼ 36:8 � Re0:654 ð3Þ

[21] While a lot of research has been conducted for
determining similar empirical correlations for the lumped
mass transfer coefficient, KL, the Pfannkuch [1984] and
Powers et al. [1994a] correlations are the only correlations
developed for kla in porous media. More importantly, nei-
ther of the two correlations has undergone rigorous valida-
tion, especially in complex DNAPL systems. Seagren et al.
[1999] compared the Pfannkuch [1984] correlation to the
local equilibrium assumption and to a constant kla using a
1-D analytical model and published dissolution column
data. However, the simplified modeling approach, the small
number of data points and the series of assumptions
involved in determining input parameters introduced signif-
icant uncertainty in the results.

[22] For the purposes of the present study, the Pfannkuch
[1984] correlation is considered more appropriate because
of the predominance of DNAPL pools in the Zhang et al.
[2008] experiments. However, given the limited validation
that the correlation has undergone, the Powers et al.
[1994a] correlation is also evaluated. It is noted that for the
velocity ranges of the experiments (0 < Pe < 280), equa-
tions (2) and (3) result in drastically different Sherwood

Table 1. Pc-Sw Soil Properties

Soil Type 12/20 20/30 30/40 40/50

PD cmð Þa 5.42 8.66 13.03 19.37
PT cmð Þb 3.77 5.52 8.19 10.63

�d;i
c 3.94 5.57 6.91 6.17

Sr
d 0.0345 0.046 0.052 0.0575

SM
w

e 0.848 0.842 0.808 0.79

1� SX�
w

d 0.152 0.158 0.192 0.21

kmax
rN

f 0.87 0.64 0.51 0.41

Sk
r

g 0 0 0 0

�d;i
g 1 1 1 1

DS�d;�iw
g 0 0 0 0

aScroth et al. [1996].
bCalculated as a fraction of PT.
cAssumed �d¼�i.
dDobson et al. [2006].
eAssumed SM

w ¼ SX�
w .

fCalculated by equation (1) in Grant et al. [2007b].
gAssumed.
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numbers, and are, therefore, expected to result in signifi-
cantly different dissolution rates.

[23] The second variable contributing to the overall mass
transfer rate is the DNAPL-water interfacial area. In this
work, interfacial areas are calculated using the thermody-
namic model. Based on the thermodynamics of a closed
two-phase system for a reversible displacement of fluids,
the total external work applied is equal to the total change
in surface free energy [Morrow, 1970; Bradford and Leij,
1997]. Translating this application of the first law of ther-
modynamics to REV scale variables in porous media gives
the changes in total interfacial area as a function of the area
under the capillary pressure-saturation curve (i.e., external
work), interfacial tension between liquids (i.e., change in
surface energy) and the porosity of the porous medium.

[24] Recently, Dobson et al. [2006] and Grant and
Gerhard [2007a], in two independent studies, modified the
original thermodynamic model to enforce continuity
between the drainage and imbibition interfacial areas, and
to consider saturation history. Grant and Gerhard [2007a]
further extended the thermodynamic model to calculate the
effective specific interfacial area, and to consider energy
dissipation. In addition, Grant and Gerhard [2007a]
adapted their interfacial area model to be consistent with
the GK constitutive relationships (section 3.2), such that
hysteresis is fully considered. A simplified version of the
Grant and Gerhard [2007a] model is given by equation
(4):

an Swð Þ ¼  � Ed � n �
R Sw

1 PD
c dSw �

R S0w
Sw

PI
cdSw

�nw
ð4Þ

where Sw is the water saturation,  is the ratio between the
effective and total interfacial area, Ed is an energy dissipa-
tion factor, n is the porosity, Pc is the capillary pressure, D
is for drainage, I is for imbibition, and �nw is the DNAPL-
water interfacial tension. The limits of integration in equa-
tion (4) correspond the end points of the Pc � Sw drainage
and imbibition curves. S0w is the reversal saturation (i.e., the
organic saturation at reversal from drainage to imbibition),
and is spatially variable within the source zone. For this
reason, the thermodynamic interfacial area model needs to
be combined with a hysteretic infiltration model that keeps
track of the reversal saturations, such as the GK model uti-
lized here.

[25] The thermodynamic interfacial area model has been
shown to provide good estimates of measured effective
interfacial areas [Grant and Gerhard, 2007a; Dobson
et al., 2006; Porter et al., 2010], and has been validated for
a complex DNAPL source zone in a 2-D heterogeneous do-
main, with low water velocities [Grant and Gerhard,
2007b]. However, the model has never been tested in sys-
tems with higher velocities. In such cases, the dynamics of
mass transfer are more complex, and the relative role of
interfacial areas and mass transfer coefficients is not clear.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic model has not been previ-
ously compared with geometric interfacial area models
[e.g., Powers et al., 1991]. These relationships are investi-
gated here with reference to the Zhang et al. [2008] experi-
ments. The values of the soil properties used in equation
(4) are reported in Table 1. The interfacial tension �nw for

TFB is 32.86 dynes/cm [Zhang et al., 2008], and following
Grant and Gerhard [2007a], Ed ¼ 0:21 was assumed, and
 was calculated as a polynomial function of water satura-
tion. The combination of the thermodynamic interfacial
area model of Grant and Gerhard [2007a] and the Pfann-
kuch [1984] correlation for kla will be referred to as the
base case.

3.4. Mass Transfer Limiting Processes

[26] Mass transfer limitations are often held responsible
for the persistence of DNAPLs in the subsurface. However,
the specific processes and conditions that result in devia-
tions from equilibrium dissolution are not clear. Such devi-
ations and their causes are likely to vary in space,
especially in DNAPL source zones with complex architec-
tures. The spatial detail provided by the multiphase numeri-
cal model employed herein is used to answer these
questions. Mass transfer limitations are quantified by com-
parison to simulations assuming local equilibrium between
the DNAPL and the aqueous phase. Such comparisons
have been performed in previous studies, and while in
some cases, equilibrium greatly overestimated dissolved
concentrations [Unger et al., 1998], in other cases, it pro-
vided good agreement to experimental data [Nambi and
Powers, 2003] or numerical simulations [Dekker and
Abriola, 2000]. The underlying causes for this behavior are
investigated here by identifying the processes responsible
for mass transfer limitations in the Zhang et al. [2008]
experiments. The respective effects of mass transfer coeffi-
cients and interfacial areas on the spatially variable mass
transfer rates are evaluated for the base case. Then, alterna-
tive models for both parameters are compared and the
implications of the model choice are shown in each case.

4. Results

4.1. Source Zone Architecture

[27] The model’s ability to predict the source zone archi-
tecture at equilibrium and during dissolution is evaluated
for the long correlation length flowcell of Zhang et al.
[2008] (Experiment 1). This analysis is conducted (a) to
evaluate the ability of the GK infiltration model to quantify
organic saturations and (b) to investigate features of the
predicted source zone architecture that might influence dis-
solution kinetics. The comparison is performed against the
experimentally measured organic saturations at select times
using five metrics : (a) local grid-scale saturations, (b)
DNAPL volume in each horizontal layer, (c) DNAPL satu-
rations summed over the y direction, (d) maximum length
of the source zone in the each direction, and (e) the ganglia
fraction.

[28] The measured and predicted organic saturations at
t ¼ 0 are shown in Figures 1a and 1b, for three cross sec-
tions of the flowcell. At this time, before flushing has
started, the predicted saturations are determined by the GK
constitutive relationships and are not affected by the disso-
lution model. The results indicate that the model effectively
captured the main features of the source zone. However,
the model predicted a more uniform distribution of the
DNAPL, which spread through the full extent of the most
permeable sand. In contrast, the experimental saturations
did not spread as much, as higher organic saturations were
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trapped along the infiltration path. The overprediction of
the source horizontal extent by the model inevitably
resulted in DNAPL pools with lower organic saturations
than those observed. The excessive trapping and heteroge-
neities in the observed organic saturations likely reflect
small scale heterogeneities within the same soil type. Since
the model did not account for such heterogeneities, the
observed discrepancies are reasonable. It is also possible
that during the packing of the flowcell, mixing occurred at
the interfaces between fine and coarse sands, as also sug-
gested by Yoon et al. [2008]. Such mixing is also not
accounted for by the model, and may contribute to the
observed discrepancies between the experimental and pre-
dicted organic saturations.

[29] Discrepancies at the end of the infiltration period
are also propagated to later times during dissolution (Fig-
ures 1c–1f). Despite this, the experiment and the model
show a remarkably similar decline in the vertical extent of
the source zone, and slower changes in its horizontal extent
as the DNAPL dissolves. This behavior reflects the higher
rates of dissolution at the top boundary of the source zone,
where the flow is not impeded by the presence of DNAPL.
The close reproduction of the evolution of the source zone
in time indicates that the model was able to predict the spa-
tial variability of dissolution rates.

[30] In terms of the vertical DNAPL mass distribution,
the model was within 0.5 mL of the observed total DNAPL
volume in each horizontal layer (2.2% of total DNAPL), at

Figure 1. DNAPL saturations (a) measured at PV¼ 0, (b) predicted at PV¼ 0, (c) measured at
PV¼ 70, (d) predicted at PV¼ 70, (e) measured at PV¼ 170, and (f) predicted at PV¼ 170. Flow is
from right to left.
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all times. This can be seen in the bar graphs of Figure 2,
which show the absolute difference (in mL) between the
DNAPL volume simulated and the DNAPL volume
observed in each horizontal layer of the flowcell. The con-
tour plots in Figure 2 illustrate measured and predicted
DNAPL saturations, summed over the y direction at three
different times. Here the overprediction of the DNAPL
spread in the flow direction is more clear. However, it can
also be seen that the model correctly predicted the features
of the source zone that potentially resulted in significant
flow bypassing, both earlier and later in time.

[31] The measured and predicted source zone extent dur-
ing dissolution is also compared in Figure 3, where the
maximum length of the source zone in each of the x, y, and
z directions is plotted with time. The maximum length is
defined as the maximum distance over which blocks with
SN > 0:15 are connected. This figure shows that the model
closely matched the maximum vertical depth of the source
zone at all times. In the y direction, the model slightly over-
estimated the maximum extent by about 1 cm for the first
100 pore volumes. The largest discrepancy is in the direc-
tion of the flow (x direction), and reflects the overestima-
tion of the DNAPL spread described earlier.

[32] Finally, Figure 4 shows the ganglia fraction (GF) for
measured and modeled DNAPL saturations. The ganglia

fraction is the commonly used ganglia-to-pool ratio (GTP)
re-expressed as a percentage, such that GF ¼ GTP=
1þ GTPð Þ. The GTP is calculated on a mass basis, i.e., the

total DNAPL mass in blocks with SN < SN ;threshold , divided
by the total DNAPL mass in blocks with SN > SN ;threshold .
The value for SN ;threshold was chosen to be equal to the max-
imum residual DNAPL saturation, calculated as 1� SX�

w ,
which is equal to 0.152 for Accusand 12/20 (Table 1). As
Figure 4 shows the proportion of low to high saturations is
closely reproduced by the model for the whole duration of
the experiment.

[33] The above comparisons indicate that the model pre-
dicted the source zone architecture reasonably well, except
in the magnitude of DNAPL pool saturations and the
spread of the source zone in the flow direction. These mis-
matches are expected to have a limited impact on the efflu-
ent concentrations predictions, because (a) the DNAPL
pool saturations have a small impact on effluent concentra-
tions due to relative permeability effects and (b) the larger
extent of the source zone in the flow direction does not
increase flow bypassing due to the low predicted satura-
tions at the extremities of the source zone. On the contrary,
effluent concentrations are expected to be more sensitive to
the DNAPL extent in the directions perpendicular to the
flow, and the saturations at the top boundary of the source

Figure 2. DNAPL saturations summed over the y direction (flow from left to right) (a) measured at
PV¼ 0, (b) predicted at PV¼ 0, (c) measured at PV¼ 70, (d) predicted at PV ¼ 70, (e) measured at
PV¼ 170, and (f) predicted at PV¼ 170. Bar graphs on the left indicate the difference between predicted
and measured DNAPL volume (mL) for each horizontal layer simulated.
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zone, both of which were closely reproduced by the model.
These hypotheses will be evaluated in the following
sections.

4.2. Effluent Concentrations

[34] Effluent concentrations observed downgradient
from a DNAPL source zone reflect the aggregate effect of
local dissolution rates at DNAPL-water interfaces. In this
section, the dissolution model is evaluated by comparing
measured and predicted effluent concentrations at the
downgradient end of the Zhang et al. [2008] flowcells, dur-
ing the course of dissolution. The modeled effluent concen-
trations are based on the distribution of the DNAPL
predicted by the GK infiltration model, and therefore, the
evaluation of the dissolution model is performed given the
discrepancies in DNAPL distribution described in section
4.1. Although these discrepancies will affect the predictions
of the dissolution model, evaluating the combined
infiltration-dissolution model without using information on
the measured DNAPL saturations is intended to show the
purely predictive ability of the model, relying solely on
knowledge of soil properties and DNAPL release
conditions.

[35] Initially, effluent concentrations averaged over the
whole exit plane of the flowcells are compared. Experimen-
tally, these concentrations were measured by collective
sampling from nine separate ports, corresponding to nine
outlet chambers of equal area located at the exit plane of
the flowcell. Numerically, this corresponds to flux-
averaging local concentrations for each one-ninth of the
exit plane and arithmetically averaging the nine flux aver-
ages. Figure 5 shows measured average concentrations, to-
gether with concentrations predicted by the base case
dissolution model (Pfannkuch [1984] correlation and ther-
modynamic interfacial area model). The predicted concen-

trations closely follow both the magnitude and the temporal
changes of the measured concentrations, such as the
increase during the early stage of the Experiment 2 and the
decreases in concentration reductions at later stages of both
experiments.

[36] The initial increase in concentrations, which was
more pronounced in Experiment 2, has been previously
attributed to decreasing DNAPL saturations and increasing
contact between DNAPL and water [Zhang et al., 2007].
However, the thermodynamic interfacial area model
employed here did not predict an increase in interfacial
areas; it rather showed a monotonic decrease in total effec-
tive interfacial areas for the whole duration of both experi-
ments (Figure 6). The initial increase in concentrations was
rather a result of the flow dynamics in the flowcell and the
impact on mass transfer coefficients: the equilibrated
DNAPL, being at its maximum spread at t¼ 0, caused the
maximum flow bypassing. Flow bypassing resulted in low
initial concentrations downstream. As the flowcell was
being flushed, preferential flow occurred through the
low-saturation top of the source zone (Figure 1). The
decreasing DNAPL saturations in this area resulted in
increasing relative permeabilities and aqueous velocities
and finally in higher mass transfer coefficients kla (equation
(2)) and dissolved concentrations. This behavior is consist-
ent with previous observations by Powers et al. [1998] and
Nambi and Powers [2000].

[37] The increase in initial concentrations ceases when
the vertical extent of the source zone starts decreasing due
to dissolution. At that point, even though increases in mass
transfer and concentrations still occur in regions of low sat-
urations, they are counteracted by the increasing dilution of
the average effluent concentration with time. Depending on
which of the two processes dominates, the effluent concen-
trations go through fast or slow reductions. This also
explains the contrasting behavior of initial concentrations
between Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 1, the low sat-
urations at the upper part of the flowcell dissolved fast, and
the vertical extent of the source started decreasing within
the first few pore volumes. In contrast, the DNAPL in
Experiment 2 was trapped at higher saturations in the upper
part of the flowcell, such that the source zone size only

Figure 3. Measured (squares) and predicted (solid lines)
maximum source zone extent in the x, y, and z directions
during dissolution in Experiment 1.

Figure 4. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid line)
ganglia to pool mass fraction during dissolution in Experi-
ment 1.
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started reducing after 25 PV, leading to the decrease in
effluent concentrations.

[38] These temporal changes in concentrations are fur-
ther depicted in Figure 7, which show the measured and
predicted concentrations at three outlet ports, correspond-
ing to the top, middle, and bottom center of the flowcell.
The center ports accounted for most of the flow, and there-
fore, had the biggest impact on the overall average concen-
trations. Although the model did not exactly match the
magnitude of local concentrations, it closely predicted the
temporal changes, such as the pattern of initially increasing
concentrations followed by decreasing concentrations. It
also matched the relatively lower concentrations at the bot-
tom port, which was due to increased flow bypassing at the
bottom third of the flowcell where DNAPL pooled. The
local concentrations further illustrate the processes that
determined the average concentrations. For example, in
Experiment 1, the concentrations in the upper parts of the
flowcell rapidly decreased because the source zone in this
region was depleted within the first few pore volumes. This
rapid decrease could not be compensated by the slower
increase at the bottom port. In contrast, in Experiment 2,
between 200 and 300 PVs, the increasing mass transfer in
the bottom third of the domain counteracted the decrease in

concentrations from the middle third of the domain and
resulted in a relatively constant average concentration.

[39] The successful prediction of the temporal changes
in concentrations is a result of capturing the main features
of the source zone architecture. On the other hand, the fea-
tures of the source zone that were not predicted correctly
by the model can explain the discrepancies in the magni-
tude of concentrations. The overprediction of top and mid-
dle port concentrations is the result of the model
underpredicting the saturations, and thus overpredicting the
velocity and mass transfer rates in the top and middle third
of the cell. In contrast, the underprediction of saturations at
the lower third of the domain did not impact mass transfer
rates, as the predicted saturations were high enough to
cause almost complete flow bypassing. However, the over-
prediction of the DNAPL longitudinal spread in this lower
area still resulted in the underprediction of the bottom port
concentrations. In the simulation, the DNAPL completely
filled the most permeable soil type in the bottom third of
the cell, such that locations adjacent to the DNAPL had
lower intrinsic soil permeability and, therefore, lower
velocities, which resulted in low concentration gradients
and low mass transfer rates. In the experiment, the lesser
DNAPL spread allowed the development of high velocities
within the DNAPL-free highly permeable soil type, which
considerably increased the concentration gradients at the
DNAPL-water interface and led to faster mass transfer and
higher concentrations than those predicted by the model.

[40] The above reflect the effluent concentrations sensi-
tivity to velocity, preferential flow, and source zone archi-
tecture. It should also be noted that the discrepancies
between the model and the experiment cumulatively
increase with time and distance travelled, reaching a maxi-
mum at the exit of the flowcell, where concentrations were
measured. Given the complexity of the flowpaths in the
Zhang et al. [2008] experiments, the agreement between
measured and predicted port concentrations shown in Fig-
ure 7 is satisfactory, as the main features of the break-
through curves (e.g., peak arrival times, nonmonotonic
behavior) are captured and the average behavior is closely

Figure 6. Predicted total interfacial areas versus average
DNAPL saturation within the source zone for Experiments
1 and 2.

Figure 5. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid lines)
average effluent concentrations, for (a) Experiment 1 (long
correlation length) and (b) Experiment 2 (short correlation
length).
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reproduced. Most importantly, the effluent concentrations
were predicted by the model without requiring any calibra-
tion, signifying the model’s ability to capture the important
physical processes, for arbitrary source zone architectures.

4.3. Mass Transfer Limiting Processes

[41] Having established that the simulations are repre-
sentative of the mass transfer process in the Zhang et al.
[2008] experiments, the impact of DNAPL saturations on
local mass transfer rates, and on the overall depletion of the
source zone is investigated. The contribution of each pa-
rameter of equation (1) to the overall dissolution is eval-
uated, by separately analyzing the spatial distributions of
interfacial areas and mass transfer coefficients.

[42] Figure 8 illustrates these distributions for the same
x-z plane shown in Figure 1 (y¼ 5 cm, note different orien-

tation of the x axis). DNAPL-water interfacial areas (Figure
8, an; first column) show a correspondence with DNAPL
saturations at all times during dissolution (Figure 1, second
column), with interfacial areas being the highest at the bot-
tom of the domain, and the lowest at the top boundary of
the DNAPL. In contrast, aqueous velocities show the oppo-
site trend: at low DNAPL saturations, relative permeabil-
ities and velocities are high, while they considerably
decrease at DNAPL pools. Since the mass transfer coeffi-
cient, kla, is a strong function of velocity (equation (2)), the
product an � kla (Figure 8, second column) is low for
DNAPL pools at the bottom of the system, higher at the top
of the source zone, and near zero at the top extremities of
the source zone. As such, the spatial distribution of the
overall mass transfer rate is affected by the distribution of
both mass transfer coefficients and interfacial areas.
Regions with organic saturations between 5 and 30% show
the highest mass transfer rates, while higher saturations are
associated with as much as an order of magnitude decrease
in mass transfer rates, due to reductions in relative perme-
ability. At high saturations, concentration gradients are also
near zero due to low velocities and prolonged contact with
DNAPL (Figure 8, third column). This further reduces the
active mass transfer from high saturation regions, and illus-
trates the important role of low to medium saturations. It
also demonstrates that the dissolution rates and overall
mass discharge are sensitive to the aqueous flow field, as
affected by the presence of the DNAPL phase and the
resulting reductions in relative permeabilities, and corrobo-
rates previous findings by Zhang et al. [2008], where sim-
plified models not accounting for such reductions did not
reproduce effluent concentrations adequately.

[43] Based on the above, the mass transfer coefficient,
kla, and its dependency on velocity play a crucial role on
the magnitude and spatial distribution of dissolution rates.
This conclusion was reached for the base case simulation,
which utilized the Pfannkuch [1984] correlation (equation
(2)). Because of the limited testing that this correlation has
undergone in complex DNAPL systems, and to evaluate
the impact of the kla model on dissolution and effluent con-
centrations, three additional models were tested: (a) the
local equilibrium model, which implies an infinite kla, (b) a
constant kla model calculated for the average velocity with
the Pfannkuch [1984] correlation, and (c) the Powers et al.
[1994a] correlation (equation (3)).

[44] The results for the different kla models are shown in
Figure 9. Both the Powers et al. [1994a] and the constant
kla models underpredicted the concentrations for both
experiments and did not capture either the concentration
changes, or the DNAPL extinction time. This is because
the Powers et al. [1994a] correlation has a weak depend-
ence on velocity, producing lower and more uniform mass
transfer rates than the Pfannkuch [1984] correlation. The
difference between the two correlations increases with
higher velocities and lower organic saturations. Similarly,
the constant kla model underpredicted the local mass trans-
fer rates in the critical high-velocity region, due to its
insensitivity to flow focusing and changes in local veloc-
ities. The consequences of underpredicting mass transfer
are better illustrated in terms of the time to complete
DNAPL removal ; the Powers et al. [1994a] correlation
overpredicted the time to complete removal by about 100

Figure 7. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid lines)
effluent concentrations for center ports of the flow cell (T:
Top, M: Middle, and B: Bottom), for (a) Experiment 1 and
(b) Experiment 2.
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PV compared to the base case simulation for Experiment 1,
even though the initial concentration difference was less
than 10% of the saturation limit. Comparing the two
experiments, Experiment 2 was more sensitive to the kla

model, because of its more complex DNAPL architecture
and hydrodynamics, which resulted in more flow bypass-
ing, and more variable local velocities. Finally, the simula-
tion that assumed local equilibrium predicted concentration
profiles relatively close to the base case kinetic model, indi-
cating that near-equilibrium conditions were reached in the
two experiments. However, since the local equilibrium
model assumes maximum mass transfer everywhere in the
source zone, neglecting the impact of low interfacial areas
and low relative permeabilities on mass transfer rates, it
overestimated experimental concentrations and underpre-
dicted DNAPL extinction times. Overall, among the kla

models evaluated, the base case simulation implementing
the Pfannkuch [1984] correlation resulted in the best fit for
concentrations and the lowest root mean square error
(RMSE) for both experiments.

[45] To investigate the impact of the interfacial area
model on the results, the thermodynamic interfacial area
model was compared to the sphere model of Powers et al.
[1991]. The sphere model calculates specific interfacial
areas assuming that the DNAPL in each numerical block is
present as one or more spheres, with a radius that is a func-
tion of DNAPL saturation. A constant factor is used to cor-
rect the area for DNAPL-soil interfaces. Dekker and
Abriola [2000] employed this method and calculated the
number of spherical blobs based on the initial saturation
and the soil mean particle diameter, keeping it constant
during dissolution. In the present work, the same constant

number of blobs is assumed for every numerical block, and
the impact of this assumption is tested.

[46] Simulations were conducted using a single, two, and
three-sphere model for interfacial areas, combined with the
Pfannkuch [1984] correlation. The areas predicted by all
sphere models were higher than those predicted by the ther-
modynamic model, with the difference increasing with or-
ganic saturation and number of blobs. As a result, the
predicted mass transfer rates were higher, with the effluent
concentrations progressively reaching equilibrium levels as
the number of blobs was increased (Figure 10). Among the
sphere models evaluated, the single-sphere model predicted
concentrations that are closer to the base case simulation
and the experiment. However, the assumption of a single
DNAPL blob for every numerical block may be unrealistic.
On the other hand, increasing the number of blobs to three
or more would result in equilibrium dissolution. These
observations are based on the assumption that the number
of blobs is spatially and temporally constant. If the number
of blobs per block was to be spatially varied with the
DNAPL saturation according to the method of Dekker and
Abriola [2000], any block with organic saturation greater
than 10% would have had more than three blobs, and the
model would have resulted in equilibrium dissolution.

[47] The above results illustrate that the number of
DNAPL blobs in each numerical block is an important pa-
rameter for the sphere model. According to Dekker and
Abriola [2000], the number of blobs, and therefore, the
interfacial areas, increase fast with decreasing mean parti-
cle diameter / 1=d3

m

� �
[Dekker and Abriola, 2000]. On the

contrary, the thermodynamic model calculates interfacial
areas based on the capillary pressure, which varies less

Figure 8. Simulated interfacial areas, mass transfer rates and solute mass fluxes from the DNAPL
source zone (base case simulation). Results are shown at y¼ 5 cm, at 0, 70, and 170 PV. Flow is from
left to right.
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dramatically with the mean particle diameter / 1=dmð Þ. As
a result, the discrepancies between the sphere model and
the thermodynamic model will increase for less permeable
soils, with the sphere model being more likely to result to
equilibrium dissolution. Based on the above, it is concluded
that the thermodynamic model is more suitable to capture
the magnitude of the interfacial areas and associated mass
transfer limitations, although further research is needed to
confirm this.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[48] A three-dimensional multiphase numerical model
was used to simulate the infiltration and dissolution of a
complex DNAPL source zone in two heterogeneous, well-
characterized experimental flow cells. The model employed
hysteretic Brooks-Corey-Burdine capillary pressure-
saturation-relative permeability relationships to simulate
DNAPL infiltration. Dissolution was modeled considering
velocity-dependent mass transfer coefficients based on the
Pfannkuch [1984] correlation, and interfacial areas calcu-
lated according to thermodynamic theory. The most impor-
tant attribute of the model is that it is purely predictive, as
it does not require calibration of any parameters, and only

requires information on soil properties and DNAPL release
conditions.

[49] The model closely predicted average effluent con-
centrations for the two dissolution experiments. This was a
result of the model’s ability to reproduce both the main fea-
tures of the DNAPL spatial distribution and the local disso-
lution rates. This coupled modeling methodology allowed
for a detailed evaluation of the interdependence between
the source zone architecture and the effluent concentra-
tions. The source zone architecture was found to have a
pronounced influence on mass transfer rates through its
effect on aqueous relative permeabilities. It was shown that
dissolution from low to medium organic saturations con-
tributed the most to DNAPL depletion, while saturations
higher than 30% were related to lower mass transfer rates
and slower DNAPL depletion.

[50] The importance of the mass transfer dependence on
velocity was demonstrated by evaluating three models, in
addition to the Pfannkuch [1984] model. The spatial vari-
ability of mass transfer rates drastically affected the overall
dissolution in high velocity conditions, and simplifying
assumptions (e.g., equilibrium, constant mass transfer rate)

Figure 9. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid lines)
average effluent concentrations for the four different kla

models, for (a) Experiment 1 and (b) Experiment 2. Num-
bers in parentheses indicate RMSEs.

Figure 10. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid lines)
average effluent concentrations for the thermodynamic
interfacial area (IFA) model and geometric sphere models,
for (a) Experiment 1 and (b) Experiment 2. Numbers in
parentheses indicate RMSEs.
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resulted in under or overpredicting DNAPL extinction
times and mass discharge. For the experiments modeled in
this work, the Pfannkuch [1984] kla model predicted the ex-
perimental data better than the Powers et al. [1994a]
model. Finally, the thermodynamic interfacial area model
was compared to three diminishing sphere models and it
was found that the latter predicted significantly higher
interfacial areas, thus not capturing mass transfer
limitations.

[51] This study represents the first validation of the ther-
modynamic interfacial area model combined with the
Pfannkuch [1984] correlation for the simulation of DNAPL
dissolution in three dimensions and for high aqueous phase
velocities. The model closely predicted the mass discharge
from two different complex DNAPL source zones, without
relying on measured transient local DNAPL saturations
that would typically be difficult to obtain, but relying solely
on soil properties and DNAPL release conditions. The
model’s ability to predict dissolution without calibration
indicates its applicability for arbitrarily complex systems
and for conditions where high velocities may develop, such
as in aggressive remediation operations, or highly heteroge-
neous aquifers. The model presents a unique opportunity to
better understand the links between source zone architec-
ture and DNAPL dissolution, while it also signifies the im-
portance of accurate soil and source zone characterization.
Further evaluation of the model in different systems will
help solidify its validity, so that it can be utilized toward
more reliable predictions of the remediation potential of
DNAPL source zones.
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